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Benching that’s better by design

Memo

Designed by Tim Wallace
Listen. Share. Respond. Create. We increasingly do a lot of different
activities at work. But providing a myriad of complex products that
are expensive to buy and harder to manage and maintain is not
always the answer. The solution can be much simpler – able to meet
a wide range of needs whilst avoiding over complicated specification
and installation.

Memo is a work system designed to help companies be more agile.
Re-inventing the desk structure to make it more relevant, Memo
provides an efficient platform that helps users find whatever
place best suits their task.

Making Benching Better
The nature of work is rapidly changing. We asked Tim Wallace,
designer of Abak Environments and Atlas Office Landscape, to
propose a bench design that reflects that change. Drawing on our
long history of people-centred design, Wallace and Herman Miller’s
development team quickly understood that sometimes people need
simple, inexpensive benches tailored to individual needs. Memo
offers that new functionality without sacrificing simplicity.

Attainable and Accessible
As companies move towards a greater use of collaborative space,
they need a greater variety of work settings – but without complex
interchangeable systems. Memo’s clever design and rationalised
componentry ensures it is a cost effective desking solution for any
work place, from start-up through to global organisations.

Clear from Clutter
Memo’s simple and clean design creates functional and uncluttered
workstations. Benches, integrated or free-standing meeting tables,
project tables and storage units create a variety of mixed spaces.
Screen heights in different styles and materials add personality.
Screen-attached work tools, pin boards, whiteboards and shelves
come in a wide range of finishes to add style and individuality.

Memo includes meeting tables to bring people together to discuss their work.

Details and Features

Pin-board

Accessories

Power Options

Central Spine and Wire Management

Screen Options

For full features and options available for Memo Desks,
please visit hermanmiller.com

About Tim Wallace
After completing a Master’s Degree at the Royal College of Art, Wallace
spent more than a decade gaining experience working with companies
in the UK, Europe, China and the US. In 1996, Wallace established
Tim Wallace Design, and since then he has developed a strong
international client list and a range of products unprecedented in their
success. His designs are produced throughout the world and include
award winning products such as Abak Environments for Herman Miller.
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